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Notice to Readers

Though the guidelines and procedures contained in this text 
are based on consultations with healthcare professionals, 
they should not be considered absolute recommendations. 
The instructor and readers should follow employer, local, 
state, and federal guidelines concerning healthcare practices. 
These guidelines change, and it is the reader’s responsibility 
to be aware of these changes and of the policies and proce-
dures of her or his healthcare facility. The publisher, authors, 
editors, and reviewers cannot accept any responsibility for 
errors or omissions or for any consequences from applica-
tion of the information in this book and make no warranty, 
express or implied, with respect to the contents of the book. 
The publisher does not warrant or guarantee any of the prod-
ucts described herein or perform any analysis in connection 
with any of the product information contained herein.

Gender Usage

This textbook uses gender pronouns interchangeably to de-
note healthcare team members and patients. 
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1 The Role of the EKG Technician 
1. Describe the role of the EKG technician and identify 
healthcare settings in which EKG technicians work 1

2. Identify soft skills and personal traits needed for 
success as an EKG technician 3

3. Describe the certification process for the EKG 
technician 6

4. Describe the importance of continuing education 
and recertification 7

5. Demonstrate proper communication with other 
members of the healthcare team 8

6. Discuss the chain of command and understand 
the importance of following a facility’s policies and 
procedures 9

7. Discuss outside organizations important to the 
function of healthcare facilities 10

2 Basic Patient Care Skills
1. Explain the importance of monitoring vital signs 13

2. Discuss the role of the EKG technician in infection 
prevention and control 14

3. List guidelines for measuring body temperature  
and observing skin condition 20

4. Define pulse and list guidelines for measuring  
pulse 22

5. Define respirations and list guidelines for  
measuring respirations 25

6. Define blood pressure and list guidelines for 
measuring blood pressure 26

7. Describe normal vital sign ranges for pediatric 
patients 29

8. Perform procedure for obtaining pulse oximetry 
readings and identify normal ranges for pulse  
oximetry readings 29

9. Describe the importance of assessing and  
reporting pain and level of consciousness 30

10. Describe patient body positions commonly used 
during EKG testing 31

3 Anatomy and Physiology
1. Discuss key concepts of anatomy and physiology  
and define anatomical terms 33

2. Identify and describe the parts of the cardiovascular 
system and their functions 35

3. Identify and describe the parts of the respiratory 
system and their functions 36

4. Describe the relationship between the nervous 
system and the cardiovascular system 37

5. Identify the three layers of the heart 37

6. Identify and describe the major vessels that enter 
and leave the heart, including the coronary arteries 38

7. Identify and describe the chambers and valves  
of the heart and the movement of blood through  
the heart 39

8. Trace and describe two circulatory paths: pulmonary 
and systemic 40

9. Summarize the relationship between the 
cardiovascular system and the respiratory system 41

4 Common Cardiovascular Diseases 
and Disorders
1. Describe coronary artery disease  43

2. Describe ischemia and myocardial infarction 43

3. Describe cardiomyopathy 45

4. Describe congestive heart failure 46

5. Describe heart valve disease 46

6. Describe blood clots and possible complications 47

7. Describe hypertension 49

5 Introduction to EKG Technology 
and Applications
1. Describe the basic electrical activity of the heart  
and how it is recorded by EKG machines 50

2. Discuss the portable EKG machine 51

3. Describe the types of EKG-based tests and discuss 
the indications for each 52
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4. Identify the different EKG leads and lead groups 53

5. Describe electrode placement and the use of 
different leads 55

6. Demonstrate proper setup of the EKG machine 57

6 Basic EKG Procedures
1. Describe general guidelines for patient identification, 
patient preparation, and response to emergency 
situations during EKG testing 60

2. Demonstrate the performance of the 12-lead  
EKG test 61

3. Explain patient preparation and monitoring for 
telemetry 63

4. Demonstrate the performance of a stress test 65

5. Discuss Holter and other ambulatory monitoring 67

6. Discuss the importance of accurate record-keeping 
and patient confidentiality 69

7 EKG Adaptations and 
Troubleshooting
1. Define artifact and identify situations in which 
adjustments or adaptations may be required during 
EKG testing 71

2. Demonstrate solutions to different types of 
EKG artifact and discuss basic EKG machine 
troubleshooting 72

3. Demonstrate adaptations to electrode placement 
and patient positioning in special situations and for 
pediatric patients 75

4. Identify sources of information for EKG machine 
troubleshooting and maintenance 78

8 The Cardiac Conduction System 
and EKG Tracings
1. Explain the difference between the mechanical and 
electrical activity of the heart 80

2. Explain the electrical conduction system of the  
heart 81

3. Understand the features of an EKG tracing 82

4. Identify important intervals and segments on the 
EKG tracing and list normal measurements 84

5. Demonstrate the measurement of time on the  
EKG tracing using small and large blocks 85

6. List the six steps used to analyze an EKG tracing 85

7. Discuss the first step in analyzing heart rhythms: 
three methods to determine heart rate from the EKG 
tracing  86

8. Discuss the second step in analyzing heart rhythms: 
how to examine an EKG tracing for regularity 87

9. Discuss the third step in analyzing heart rhythms: 
examining the P wave on an EKG tracing 89

10. Discuss the fourth step in analyzing heart rhythms: 
measuring the PR interval on an EKG tracing 90

11. Discuss the fifth step in analyzing heart rhythms: 
measuring the QRS complex on an EKG tracing 91

12. Discuss the importance of following each step 
when analyzing an EKG tracing 94

9 Overview of Rhythm 
Interpretation
1. Explain how EKG rhythms are named and discuss  
the importance of recognizing cardiac rhythms 97

2. Identify sinus rhythms 99

3. Discuss what sinus rhythms mean for the patient 102

4. Identify atrial rhythms 104

5. Discuss what atrial rhythms mean for the patient 110

6. Identify junctional rhythms 115

7. Discuss what junctional rhythms mean for the 
patient 118

8. Identify ventricular rhythms 122

9. Discuss what ventricular rhythms mean for the 
patient  129

10. Identify heart block rhythms 136

11. Discuss what heart block rhythms mean for the 
patient 139

12. Recognize artificially paced rhythms on EKG 
tracings 146

13. Discuss possible complications with artificial 
pacemakers 148

14. Discuss ST segment changes and other  
indications of injury on the EKG tracing 150
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10 Emergency Situations
1. Recognize emergency situations during cardiac 
testing 156

2. Discuss proper notification of supervisor and 911  
in a medical emergency 159

3. Explain the care of a conscious patient experiencing 
a cardiac emergency 160

4. Demonstrate the care of an unconscious patient 
experiencing a cardiac emergency 161

5. Describe cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and 
defibrillation using an automated external defibrillator 
(AED) 162

6. Describe the care of a patient experiencing  
a stroke 163

7. Discuss drugs that may be used in a cardiac 
emergency 163

8. Describe response to nonmedical emergencies 164

Glossary 167

Index 179

Procedures
Washing hands (hand hygiene) 14

Putting on (donning) gloves 15

Removing (doffing) gloves 16

Donning a full set of PPE 17

Doffing a full set of PPE 17

Measuring and recording an oral temperature 21

Measuring and recording a temporal temperature 21

Measuring and recording pulse rate by palpation 24

Measuring and recording pulse rate by auscultation 
(apical pulse) 24

Measuring and recording pulse and respiratory rate 25

Measuring and recording blood pressure manually 27

Measuring and recording blood pressure  
electronically 28

Measuring and recording a pulse oximetry reading 30

Obtaining a 12-lead EKG 62

Applying a telemetry pack 64

Conducting an exercise stress test 66

Applying an ambulatory monitor 68



Understanding how this book is 
organized and what its special 
features are will help you make 
the most of this resource!

Using a 
Hartman 
Textbook



Take Action Now! 

Obtaining a 12-lead EKG

Tip

Don’t snoop! 

Quick Reference

We have assigned each chapter its own colored tab. 
Each colored tab contains the chapter number and 
title, and is located on the side of every page.

1. Describe the role of the EKG 
technician and identify healthcare 
settings in which EKG technicians 
work

Chapter Review

myocardial infarction

Everything in this book, the student workbook, 
and the instructor’s teaching material is organized 
around learning objectives. A learning objective is 
a very specific piece of knowledge or a very specific 
skill. After reading the text, you will know you have 
mastered the material if you can do what the learning 
objective says.

Bold key terms are located throughout the text, 
followed by their definitions. They are also listed in the 
glossary at the back of this book.

All care procedures are highlighted by the same black 
bar for easy recognition.

Quick Reference charts are a summary of the most 
vital information in this book.

Tip boxes contain extra information that will help you 
be an even better EKG technician. 

Take Action Now! boxes will help you recognize 
situations that require an immediate response.

Chapter-ending bulleted lists reinforce your knowledge 
of the information found in the chapter. If you have 
trouble recalling the material in the summary, you can 
return to the text and reread the material.
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